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kinematic equations behaves as a control trouble and in [6]
only the dynamic model along with velocity saturation and
interruption adaptability limitations are measured
simultaneously to track the trajectory of a nonholonomic
WMR. A doubled close loop control scheme is presented to
achieve a stability. The inner loop is based on integral
Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) while the outer loop have a
tangent function of hyperbola. In reference [3] Dual
Proportional Integral Derivative (D-PID) controllers were
designed for controlling the two wheels individually
whereas, twin input and single output was controlled by
nine rules.
In [7] and [8] trajectory tracking of nonholonomic robotic
system have been presented in which PID based adaptive
tracking controller was used to track the trajectory, velocity
tracking, stability of position and control law was proved by
Lyapunov stability theorem. Previously in reference [9] the
back-stepping based controller with Lyapunov stability is
used to track the spherical BHQ-2 robot dynamic model and
it’s depend on the equations of Boltzmann-Hamel.
Previously many control methods were previously used
but in this research we are using a new mathematical
approach of fuzzy based RST controller. The RST control
algorithm is a classical approach which is based on poleplacement theory [10] by analyzing its characteristics in our
robot classical RST controller applied directly on the system
and secondly Fuzzy based RST strategy is applied in our
model by taking the difference of their robustness between
both controllers [11], [12]. However the RST controller
appears to be remarkable substitute to Proportional Integral
(PI) controller, because it permits finest conciliation
between speed and accuracy.
The key contributions of the research are: (1) A stable
controller with tuning gains of RST; (2) Basic controller
with advance adaptive conditions with respect to time and
tune it-self’s (3) Settling time of our proposed controller is
quite better as compared to previous back-stepping
algorithm of [19] and classical RST method; (4) The
stability and robustness of controller is proven in the results.
In this research we are taking the dynamic as well as
kinematic model of WMR. By extending the approach in
[13] a Fuzzy based RST controller is employed to control
the kinematic model of mobile robot, as compared to the
previous research, we are using new control algorithm to
control the kinematic as well as dynamic model of a WMR.
The accuracy and precision of our work is to be compare
with the classical RST and Back-stepping controller that
shows the efficiency of our suggested method.
The rest of paper is distributed in to five sections. In
which Section II defines the brief dynamic and the
kinematic model of a WMR. The control algorithm of

Abstract—This paper address a novel method for
nonholonomic Wheeled Mobile Robot (NWMR) trajectory
tracking using a hybrid controller. In the essential of the
proposed scheme, hybrid algorithm includes fuzzy logic based
Regulation, Pole-Placement and Tracking (F-RST). The hybrid
controller easily track the reference trajectory and linearize
the nonlinear behavior of robot under the influence of
uncertainty and disturbance. To ensure the efficiency of
suggested controller the performance of hybrid controller is
compared with the classical RST and Back-stepping controller.
Simulation results shows that the control strategy is effectively
work over nonlinear simulations of kinematic and dynamic
model of WMR and system response shows a good convergence
and robustness towards stability with zero steady-state error
and very less transient error.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Previously, for mobile robots motion control, direction
and trajectory tracking is considered a challenging task [1].
And found a great interest of the researchers all over the
world. Mobile robots are widely use in the fields of
medicine, health care and manufacturing [2]. A WMR is a
nonlinear multiple inputs and multi outputs (MIMO) system
[3]. With respect to their mechanical design, robots are
categorize into holonomic and nonholonomic robots. In
Holonomic robots, controllable degree of freedom is same
as controllable inputs, while nonholonomic WMR turns are
more valuable due to fact that they offer less input control
[4].
Trajectory tracking is the basic goal of mobile robot
because a robot takes a decision where to go and that
information is taken by a reference path or leader robot. The
problem of tracking can be divided into dynamic and
kinematic tracking control model. Kinematics controller
objective is to produce velocity as output to converge the
desired and reference trajectories to zero. When the velocity
of system varies or noises creep in, the controller’s
performance decreases. Modeling errors produce technical
hitches in effective control of mobile robots. These
situations demands dynamic model of mobile robots.
Several control algorithms are presented by different
researchers for the trajectory tracking of WMR. In [5] the
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nonholonomic mobile robot is present in Section III and
Section IV have simulation and discussion results and in last
section concluded the whole paper.

with respect to time, hence trajectory error is described by
the equation.

II. MODELING OF WHEELED MOBILE ROBOT
The robot model is divided in to two sub models i-e
kinematic and dynamic model. The model of nonholonomic
WMR has three degree of freedom (3-DOF) in the presence
of disturbance and uncertainties which is shown by the
position in figure 1 [15]. The mechanical model of WMR is
shown in which two wheels is attached in an axle and in the
front of WMR a passive wheel is fixed. The distance
between both wheels in denoted by “2R” (radius of a wheel),
while the distance between point “P” and “C” (the center of
mass) is “d”

(6)
The derivative of equation (6) gives.

(7)

From reference [20] the angular and linear velocities are
defined as below.

(8)
(9)
B. Dynamic Model
The nth dimensional space configuration (q) dynamics of
robot is taken from [16-18]. In which famous Lagrange
formulation is utilized to describe the dynamic model.

Fig. 1. Model of nonholonomic wheeled mobile robot.

A. Kinematic Model
The reference coordinate are
robot is defined by vector

and the position of
in equation 1.
(1)

(10)

where
is leading direction taken counterclockwise
and
] the center of mass of the robot (X, Y)
coordinate with respect to time.

where
is a inertial matrix which is symmetric
positive definite,
is the centripetal and
coriolis matrix, the surface friction is defined by
, the gravitational vector
, Unknown
disturbance is denoted by
, the input B(q) is the
transformation matrix
,
nonholonomic constraints and Lagrange multiplier
constraints is defined by
. The variables in (10) is
expressed in matrix form as,

(2)
In which the linear velocity is denoted by
,
is
the angular velocity. Disturbances formed by arbitrary noise
and model uncertainties are denoted by
.

,

,

,

(3)
The Jacobean matrix
to robotic velocities and

,

transform the input velocities
sum-up both noises as.

,

(4)
The reference trajectory with respect to time is written by
the kinematic controller model.
(11)
(5)
Earlier in [14], it is shown that robot can maneuver in the
course of castor wheel, i.e, the robot verifies the stipulation
of no slipping and pure rolling. The constraint of WMR is

To design our kinematic controller such that a path where
position error and orientation of robot error goes to zero
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expressed as.

III. CONTROL ALGORITHM
Our proposed controller algorithm is further divided in to
two feed-forward and feed-backward control algorithms,
which are described below. The generalize equation of our
proposed algorithm is.

(12)
Therefore
From equation (12) all the kinematic restrictions are taken
to be sovereign of time and written as.

(16)

(13)
To consider
a matrix having full rank formed by
independent vector having linear fields and null space of
is written by

In which
and
are linear and angular
feedforward velocities, similarly the linear and angular
back-ward velocities are
and
.

(14)
According to equation (13) and (14) the Vector time
function
.
(15)

Fig. 2. Internal block diagram of close-loop RST controller.

Fig. 3. Trajectory tracking block diagram of fuzzy based RST controller.

A. Feed-Forward Algorithm
The error and reference trajectory are used to make the
feed-forward velocities. From reference [17] the particular
equation describes the controlling of feed-forward motion of
WMR is.

(18)
B. Feed-Backward Algorithm
The kinematic feed-backward controller which is based
on Fuzzy RST controller is defined in this section, in which
the RST control mechanism control the kinematic controller
and the gains of RST controller is used for the tuning of
fuzzy logic. This dual controller based hierarchy is utilized
for the fine tuning of each input. The close-loop RST
control strategy and schematic of proposed controller are
given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
In Fig. 3 the overall system model and control algorithm
is shown. The linguistics levels of the fuzzy based RST
controller are assigned as (NB) negative below, (NS)
negative Small, (Z) zero, (PS) positive small and (PB)

(17)
Therefore
and
are reference linear and
angular velocities respectively. Whereas the feed-forward
motion controller treated in terms of velocity error which
was produced by the reference signal and earlier control
signal.
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positive big, in which “e” is the error and “
” is its
derivative having ranges between -1 to 1. The fuzzy logic
control if-then rules are defined in table 1-3 while fuzzy
logic input membership functions are shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 for KR, KS and KT.

as zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS) and Positive Big (PB), and
their defined ranges are among 0 to1. Hence output of fuzzy
logic controller are transformed to a crisp output by defuzzification and shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8.

TABLE I: FUZZY CONTROLLER LOGIC (IF-THEN) RULE FOR KR
NB
NS
Z
PS
PB
NB

PB

PC

PC

PS

Z

NS

PC

PC

PS

Z

NS

Z

PC

PS

Z

NS

NC

PS

PS

Z

NS

NC

NB

PB

Z

NS

NC

NB

NB

Fig. 7. Output pole-placement Gain (FKS) memberships function of fuzzy
logic.

TABLE II: FUZZY CONTROLLER LOGIC (IF-THEN) RULE FOR KS
NB
NS
Z
PS
PB
NB

PB

PB

PS

PS

Z

NS

PB

PS

PS

Z

NS

Z

PS

PS

Z

NS

NS

PS

PS

Z

NS

NS

NB

PB

Z

NS

NS

NB

NB

Fig. 8. Output Tuning Gain (FKT) memberships function of
Fuzzy logic

Following are the results of fuzzy logic controllers used
to tune adaptive gain for the RST controller and written as,

TABLE III: FUZZY CONTROLLER LOGIC (IF-THEN) RULE FOR KT
NB
NS
Z
PS
PB

(19)

Z

(20)

Z

NS

(21)

NS

NS

NB

PB

PB

PS

PS

NS

PB

PS

PS

Z

PS

PS

Z

PS

PS

Z

NS

NS

NB

PB

Z

NS

NS

NB

NB

whereas the Regulation gain ( ), Pole-Placement gain ( )
and Tracking gain ( ) of our proposed RST controller is
given in equation (19-21). Such that the values of gain are
tuned manually, after that the precise tuning of the system is
performed by
.
and,

Fig. 4. Input error membership function of fuzzy logic.

Finally, the equation of Fuzzy based RST (F-RST)
controller to control nonholonomic WMR is written as:

Fig. 5. Input derivative error membership function of Fuzzy logic.

In which RST is defined as,
;

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Fig. 6. Output regulation gain (FKR) memberships function of fuzzy logic.

In this section our proposed Fuzzy based RST controller
is applied on both kinematic and dynamic model of robot.
The justification and authentication of both models are
simulated on Simulink Matlab by using “infinity” shaped

The fuzzy logic controller outputs are Fuzzy Regulation
gain (FKR), Fuzzy Pole-Placement gain (FKS) and Fuzzy
Tracking gain (FKT). In which, linguistic level are assigned
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reference input for the controllers. In referenced, input the
linear and angular velocities are changed constantly, which
help us to analyze the performance of our controller in the
existence of model uncertainty and disturbance. While, in
this paper the accuracy and precision of our controller is
compared with simple RST controller and Back-stepping
control method of [19].
For simulation, our robot parameters are
. Initially, robot is
aligned at
and the same inputs are applied
to other three control algorithms, in which our anticipated
controller displays enhanced tracking accuracy and indeed
track the reference trajectory as compared to other
controllers. The trajectory tracking performance is shown in
Fig. 9 in which we neglect the angular and linear velocities.
Fig. 10 shows the external noise of our system.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows the “X” and “Y” position error
and Fig. 13 shows the “ ” direction error of our robot
respectively. In “X” location our proposed F-RST and
Back-stepping controller converges to zero and stabilize at
0.3 seconds and simple RST controller stabilize in 0.9
seconds and for the “Y” location position error the F-RST
and Back-stepping again stabilize at 0.3 seconds, a fear
amount of time and simple RST stabilize at 1.5 seconds, so
we can observe that F-RST and Back-stepping controller
have faster stability and very less transient error as
compared to the simple RST controller having very slow
convergence towards stability and has large transient error.
Lastly figure 13 shows the “ ” direction or rotational error
of our robot in which F-RST and RST controller linearize
towards stability at 0.1 seconds, while the Back-stepping
controller have overshoot and undershoot issues which is
not good for the practical implementation point of view that
is clearly shown in Fig. 13 and it will stabilize at 0.14
seconds it is also shown in Fig. 9 that Back-stepping
controller not full fill the reference trajectory successfully
due to the rotational error.

Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of our
controller along with simple RST and back-stepping
controller. The error plots of our system is shown in figure
11-13, that shows the F-RST controller contains very low
chattering, settling time and steady state error along X,Y
and co-ordinates for the robot.

Fig. 11. Plotting of error “X” with our proposed F-RST with RST and
back-stepping controller.

Fig. 12. Plotting of error “Y” with our proposed F-RST with RST and
back-stepping controller.

Fig. 13. Plotting of error “ ” with our proposed F-RST with RST and
back-stepping controller.

V. CONCLUSION
In this research, a new mathematical approach of Fuzzy
based RST control strategy is proposed for controlling the
nonlinear behavior of WMR model along with model
uncertainties and system disturbance. A feed-forward and
feed-backward control algorithm is presented separately for
the trajectory tracking of WMR. To check the robustness of
our controller we compare F-RST with RST and Backstepping controller. The precision and accuracy of our
algorithm is proved by using Matlab Simulink model that
shows better accuracy, speed and less transient error.
Moreover we can say that our proposed algorithm have
good convergence and robustness towards stability in less
amount of time along with zero steady state error.
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Fig. 9. Comparison Results of our proposed F-RST with RST and Backstepping controller.
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